
Hello SEC 

 

As a regular person who doesn't have many options to make money, I think 
the stock market is in a position where it is unfair and my positions may be 
preyed upon by people who have large influence as a career using the 
stock market. I think information is key to knowing how to spend your 
money with anything in life and the same should be said of the stock 
market. I was really interested in it years ago but never got into actually 
investing, and then I finally got into it a couple of years ago because of the 
ease of access to the website robinhood. When I first invested it was on a 
IPO for I believe corsair, which I did my due diligance on and I felt very 
confident of the price going up, I believe the IPO was 14, something like 
that, it's competition was companies like Logitech which were valued I think 
60 or so, I didn't think it had the brand strength to be to that level but I felt 
confident it could go 30's, quite possibly 40's. When Corsair first went 
public the stock plummeted, I think it went down to 4 dollars, and I'm sorry 
corsair was not my first investment I am mistaken, I had others I 
experimented with, I think Unity might have been my first one which had an 
IPO as well that I invested in. I was not playing in options, just normal stock 
purchases but the price plummeting like that scared me and I ended up 
selling for a loss, OVERALL I was positive on my investments but had I 
held, which I could have cause my investment was in no fear of expiring, I 
would have made a lot more. But it's quite a weird behavior and I don't 
think it was natural at all, I believe both stocks had a similar dip at the start 
of their IPO and I believe it's because the influencial and very rich people 
who make a career out of the stock market probably figure new people are 
getting into investing and they can move a stock in a way that it will scare 
people into selling after they had bought up the IPO price. Now as a 
gamestop investor, it's quite weird how there's periods of stability and then 
all of a sudden volatility seemingly out of nowhere and I don't think there's 
really enough information to know why, I think anytime there's these 
positions that could have an effect on the price of a stock, that are not 
directly company news, that should be information that should not be kept 
secret. If these people can pay brokers to have my positions known, 



example Paying for Order Flow, it's jarring the influence that career wall 
street people have over the every day investor with a penny compared to 
their fortune. 

 

thanks, bye. 


